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Successfully Advocated For:

- Nearly $25 million for Jewish day school students in MD, PA, and VA since 2007

- BOOST scholarship program in MD provided over 1500 scholarships and over $2 million to Jewish day school students since 2016

- Initiated new state funded security program for synagogues

- Successfully advocated for and provided
guidance on protecting religious freedoms in countless instances, most notably, in the workplace, on campus, in hospitals and at the medical examiner’s office

Rallying for School Choice in Richmond VA
1,500 students rallying in Annapolis with Gov. Hogan

Latest News
Agudah of Maryland Announces its First PCS Course

Agudah of Maryland Announces its First PCS Course
Course

November 12th, 2021

Agudath Israel of Maryland is excited to announce that, in conjunctions with PCS, it is launching a Desktop and Network Support course in Baltimore, Maryland.

“We are really excited to be able to bring in-person PCS classes to Baltimore,” […]

Read More
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WATCH: Maryland – Sine Die Report

WATCH: Maryland - Sine Die Report

April 13th, 2021
Frum Plasma Donors- A Kiddush Hashem at the White House- Ami Magazine

May 28th, 2020|
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